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Diagnosed with MS, Dr. Dee Kite lives in a constant state of panic and struggles to maintain
some semblance of normalcy. Trudy, a woman brimming with confidence and good cheer, says,
“You may not be able to do much about MS, but you can have a positive attitude.”Trudy’s advice
doesn’t help. Each time Dee thinks about it, she’s filled with shame because no matter how hard
she tries, her attitude is NOT positive.Living with MS she continues to receive advice and
prescriptions for off-the-grid MS “Cures” when what she really wants is just simple conversation.
She asks other MS Patients, “Has anyone said something to you that didn't help or even made
you feel worse?” and is amazed at the magnitude and emotional impact of “helpful” comments.
Many patients comment on how good it feels to know they all share similar experiences.The
book brings to light an extremely important issue. What are you supposed to say when you find
out someone is suffering from the incurable often invisible disease, Multiple Sclerosis? Of
course you’d like to say something positive, uplifting or helpful. But often efforts to help actually
hurt or upset the sick person. It’s a confusing situation. The Dumbest Things Smart People Say
to Folks with MS offers everything you need so you’ll know what to say to folks with MS.
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Know-It-All FactorThe Blame GameJust Plain CluelessThe Smartest Things Smart People Say
and DoConclusionAbout the Author The Dumbest Things Smart People Say to Folks with MSBy
Dee Kite, PhDCopyright The Dumbest Things Smart People Say to Folks with MS Vol. I.
Copyright © 2011 by Dee Kite. All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or
reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission, except in the case of brief
quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews. For information, email Dee Kite:
Dee@MyMsCoach.com. or Dee@CoachKite.com.Note: To protect the privacy and confidentiality
of the individuals who shared their stories, the names, circumstances and certain other content
details were modified to ensure such protection.In this book I do not dispense medical or
psychological advice or prescribe the use of any technique as a form of treatment for physical,
emotional or medical problems. My intent is to offer information to help you in your quest for a
full, meaningful, intentional life living with MS or loving someone who lives with MS.I gratefully
acknowledge the many people who live with MS or love someone with MS who contributed to
the creation of this book.Also by Dee Kite Mastering the Art of SuccessWith coauthors Les
Brown, Mark Victor Hansen, Jack Canfield, et. alIn PressWhat You’re Putting Up With is Holding
You Back. 5 Steps to the Freedom You’re Waiting For!The Ropes Freedom
WorkbookCompanion to:What You’re Putting up With is Holding You Back. 5 Steps to the
Freedom You’re Waiting For!The Bloodless StigmataA NovelDedication For the folks who live
with MS, their friends and their families.Prologue Being diagnosed with MS is not simple. Many
of us have symptoms years before we’re diagnosed. I was twenty-nine, in grad school. One
morning I woke up numb on the left side. In the infirmary a physician’s assistant poked me with a
pin, “Do you feel this? (no) This? (no) This? (no).” He finally gave up and sent me back to my
apartment. No answers. The numbness subsided after a few weeks. I forgot about it and went on
with my studies.Then there was the fatigue. One evening as other students bustled to their night
classes, I just sat on the couch. I wondered, “Do other 31-year-olds feel this bad?” Every night I
felt like I had the worst flu ever. I was so so tired. Like the physician’s assistant, doctor after
doctor after doctor listened to me and sent me away without an answer.Seven years after the
numbness was long forgotten I was living a great life. I was a professor at a university, wore
designer suits and had an office with a window. I was engaged to Scott, a guy who “got” me. We
bought my dream house: high ceilings and wooden floors on a treelined street. We had a
beautiful summer wedding in the mountains of North Carolina and honeymooned in a lighthouse
on an island off the coast of Maine. On the honeymoon I kept thinking my glasses were dirty.
Eventually I realized it wasn’t my glasses. I was losing the sight in my right eye. Scott and I went
to play tennis and I just dropped the racket. I couldn’t see the ball.When we got home, the
optometrist sent me to the ophthalmologist who, after having me look at a bunch of flashing
bright lights, diagnosed optic neuritis. He handed me a pamphlet and said, “No one knows why
people get it and there’s nothing I can do…”But it wasn’t just my eye. The whole right side of my



face hurt, like I had the flu on one side of my head. I just felt awful. I had to find out what was
wrong.My primary care physician sent me to the ENT. The ENT sent me to the neurologist–using
the back door approach. He couldn’t fit me into the regular schedule, and apparently, they
considered me an emergency, so it was off to the hospital. I still remember the sunrise when
Scott drove me and how neither of us commented on its beauty.Seven hours after check-in, the
neurologist swept into the room with his metal clipboard. He proceeded to give me tests. “Roll
your arms this way. Now that way. Stand on one foot. Put your finger on your nose. Lie down. I’m
going to scrape the bottom of your foot with this plastic card…”‘Not bad!’ I thought, ‘Wow, I’m
doing really well! I’ll probably get an A on this one.’He scribbled on his pad and asked, “Has
anything ever happened that you couldn’t explain?”I sat straight. “Yeah.” The numbness.He
snapped the clipboard shut. “When you rolled your arms? You never used your left arm. When I
scraped your foot? You had a Babinski response: your toe pulled back instead of moving
forward. You’ve got Multiple Sclerosis.”That was just the beginning. MSers aren’t just diagnosed
and set free. There are many clinically-tested, FDA-approved treatments for MS and its
symptoms (to slow the progression, not cure the disease). My neurologist watches my progress
with regular MRIs. She has an infusion suite in her office with a long row of recliners where MS
patients sit for their IV treatments. The National Multiple Sclerosis Society sends emails and a
monthly magazine updating me on the latest treatments and the progress of clinical trials. We
are an informed group of patients.An informed group of patients with an unpredictable disease.
MS hits each one of us in a different manner. Consider the early progression of my case. I had
two significant exacerbations, seven years apart. Suppose the Physician’s Assistant in the
infirmary had diagnosed MS and one of my classmates had suggested that I try the Martini cure
(It worked for her friend). Imagine that I started with nightly cocktails and voila! my numbness
disappeared. I was symptom-free. The Martini cure really worked! My classmate could tell the
world how Martinis cured me of MS...This is the problem. Since the timing of an MS
exacerbation is unpredictable and different for every patient, we cannot make a leap from one
anecdotal Martini to a cure. MS patients know this. Many friends, family and acquaintances do
not, which probably explains why many feel the need to offer us advice, even when we didn’t ask
for it.Foreword By Dee’s Father, R. Hayman Kite



A.Fox, “A must Read if you know anyone with a Chronic Illness. It is a quick and easy read, but
it's full of common sense and humor that isn't always considered when interacting with someone
with chronic illness. I would give this to my family, friends, and co-workers as a not subtle hint.
Leave this in the waiting rooms of your doctors who treat chronic illnesses.”

mauikaui25, “Hilarious. I have MS and this book was great reading. I had quite a few laughs
which is a healthy thing. If you want a book on your disease or for someone you know this is
something a little different and when you're done you'll probably have a smile on your face
instead of feeling more dread”

Nick, “GREAT BOOK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. As an individual with MS, I read this book with a smile on my face
the whole time that just couldn't go away! haha. It was good to see that I wasn't the only one
that's been granted the privledge from crazy smart loved ones that think......yeah, you really
should just get stung by bees, that'll cure it!An easy, and MUST read for all going through (or
loving someone going through) this disease.”

L. Marshall, “Quick and Informative!. I love that this was a quick read and that it was very
informative. I am an MS caregiver and sometimes what I think is the right thing to say just isn't.
This book helped me understand why some things can be hurtful and gave suggestions for
responses that may be more appropriate. You can never learn too much when it comes to trying
to understand MS.”

Linda, “The Dumbest Things Smart people Say.....By Dee Kite, PHD. Linda Gasaway- Dee, I
love the book, I have read many books on MS.....Yours is the best by far. Thank you so much, I
hope many people read your book, then just maybe they will understand:)”

Jeff, “great read!. very good book. every once in a while it helps to know that these things are
said to others also and it's not just me who gets frustrated when people don't get it. we need to
tell them how we really feel even if we do "look good."”

sandy siegel, “A "MUST" READ. If you have Multiple Sclerosis, or if you are a family member or
friend of a person with MS, this book will help you understand the emotional trauma the MS
patient goes through on a daily basis.  This is a must read.”

The book by Stanley G. Korenman has a rating of 5 out of 3.6. 18 people have provided
feedback.
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